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ThuS, a dimension "preference" is clearly not just a simple attentional

responSe. A similar conclusion is indicated in the learning- data; shape and

color-peference subjects not only differ in the particular stimulus featurg

on which they match stimuli, but they differ in learning ability as well

(see also Brian & Goodenough, 1929; Brown, 1970;- Trabasso, Stave, &Eichherg,

1969).

A particularly critical issue concerns the significance of developmental

changes in children's dimension preferences. One might infer that children

beyond age 5 devote a high degree of selective attention to shape, given the

-high _proportion of these- subjects-matehing -stinital- on :the basis -of -this=

component, and -the- great, consistency with which each -subject:used_shaPe rather--

than- color as a basis for -matching (84%_-of the older. -shape pref=.arende-

-subjects responded- on_ the-basit of -this component iot all nine triads).

The -criniporient -selection scotesi._howeVer,_ --suggest that -the relatiVe= amount

of attention direc_ted to-these- -two features actually- may __nor -Change-

-markedly over this age period-. -As -shown in- Table 1-, ,thd- telatiVe -magriitUdes

of the shape and color scores -were roughly-the same. for -younger and -Wlcier

subjects (combined .preference _groups).. That_ is,_ although both-sCores increased

with age, reflecting an -increase in- learning -and retention of both: types

of information, the- degree to Which -one- compcinerit _WaS--dbminant -thier the -other

did- not -change appreciably. Apparently, a rather csubStantial number of

subjects over age 5 attend to color as well as shape when these two dimensions

" are redundant.

The discrepancy in results is, of course, partly due to the use of as

classification task in one case and a learning situation in the other, and

in, this respect neii0er -task -Caw be regarded as amore valid general measure
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Abstract

As children grow older they show an increasing, preference for classifying

objects On the _basis- of shape rather than c-OlOr. TO clarify .the nature of

this "dimension _preference," ," thildten of ages. 31/2_ to -61/2 years- mete, -giyeh

,rnethOd of triads test_ of dimension preferences-, followed- ',(aftet :a week's-

- delay-)- by a toinponent Selection -teak .(See- Hale Morgan,. 1-913)-.

The most notable results were these: as -= expected, _ children =below=

zatid: abOire the median_ age differed in frequency=-of -shape - preference, (b)- for

.the- inedian age, =higher coippOnent selection -test ,scores were

,obSetwe-d for the .ptafert-ed- diinerisinn, although- all sCiiteS-isTete considerablyA

above- chance level and. (c) no age -difference was -found in-the relative

riiagnitudas Of the component selection -adores. The -teariIts, 'suggest -t fiat

".preference "'-for a -pattiedlat diteh'sion does not necessarily indicate a high

-degree of seleCtiVe attention to- that diniehaiOn. Also, the age difference in

Children's dimension preferences may be attributable to .factors_ unrelated

to selectilie attention.
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DIMENSION PREFERENCE AND COMPONENT SELECTION: = ALTERNATIVE MEASURES' OF

CHILDREN' S ATTENTION TO, STIMULUS COMPONENTS1

Gordon A. Hale
Educational Testing Service

and Leann E. T. Lipps
University of Michigan

The question of whether children prefer to classify objects on the basis

of shape or on she basis of dolor haS beeh Studieli extensively with the

"iiiethod-=of=tri ads -dimension- preference test" ( ._g. -Brian -& GOOdenough, -1929;

Cotah, 1966; HarriS, _SChaller & Mitler,, 1916; -Suehman Trabassb,_1966a)_.

In this procedure, a Child-. is -shciwn. =two of .which are identical

in shape and two of which .are idehtical in tolbri_ and IS asked to indiCate-

-a -the two' that are "the-sate hr alike:- The -tendenty- for children-to-

obj eetS- on the basiS- of Shape rather thah- color in this -task. has been latih&

ft.O inerease,betisTeen abOut 3 _afitt--9- YearS- -Of age -(S studies cited= aboYe):.

The Method- of ten =has,'beeh Cited= a§ an -indeic='Of attention'. rown,, IOU;

Corah, -19_64;_ seit# & Weit,, 1911; Suchmatu& TrabasgO,, -1966b):, and_ the develop=

mental shift In -response has .meliticianed ,dicihg, T.4ith-._other evidefide as

suggeStifig_ a major change in-chili:trent' -Coghitibti -around- -age 5 or '6. (White-,-
--kr

'1-965),

While the reliability O't this Shift .toward= greater "preference" for shape

is unqueStioOdhlei the effect.-may prOYide- only liniited- inforMation tor

underStanding the developlinerit .ot ,attehtioh in ahildten. More important than

the -questioh feature is-clainitiant?"- -is -the- question "To -isThat

degree .do children attend. to -6.:Ch component of multi- faceted. Sinde

the dimension -- preference task forces a -choide between two #irnilluS features

as a: basiS-,for claSsifying- stimuli, it cannot deteCt whether a child-- attends

-highly selectively ,to that stimuli* component or -t4hether _his attention, is

-nearly =equally divided -between featUreg_. A -meaStire :that iS- :believed-, to-



addreSs thiS issue more effectively is-the cOmpOndrit selection task described

by Hale and Morgan (1973; _see elSO Hale & Taweel, in OfeSS). In this tOki-

a child learns the spatial positions of several stimuli that differ on two

redundant dimenSioh8.;.,-;a.-g-i, shape -and His ability subsequently

to identify the position of-eadh shape and -color reflects the degree of

attention,directed-to each of theSe'diMehsiohs,duting,learning, Thus, the

measure not only indicates which- of two -dimensions. iS,-doMineht but also

reflects Alle-degree to which one component cam,be,tonSidered, dOMinant over

ticither (given -the specific set f -Stimuli_ usea.-

To-clatify the nature ,of the deVelopMehtal shift in dhildreh'S dimension-

preferences, the present -Study administered a componeht selection Probleth'es

ue31 .as a,diMen-Sioh_prefetence task- to-- children of 31/2 to 641 Years-, of age.

Two basic types of information were desired. -VirstradMihation of,the scores

separately for each ,prefetence,gtoup would' deterMihe whether dhildreh exercise

ahigh_degree of selective attention-to-their preferred dimension and-Would=-

also determine - whether this tendendy is mora,chatadtetiStid_of shapa-, than--

dolOr=ptekerence subjects. Second; coMpafiSon,_of the-yoUnget and older

childtem's performance would indicate Whether chiidren exercise elective-

atcention-to their prefetred dimension at all age levels or whether the

degree of selectivity changes-with-age as well as the specific dimension

chosen:

MethOct

S ubj ects

The total sample consisted- of 74- children,r 39 boys and 35 girls,

ranging in age from 3.6 to 6.4 years. Dimension preference data were obtained



for the 74 children (three othet children in-the available sample were

eliminated- for- failUte -tO follow instructions); ,only 58 of these subjects

received- the component selection task, as two of the children failed- to

f011ow instructions for this task and the rema=inder were navaildbie for -the

secondsession. The larger proportion of the sample was white; 36% of the

children below the - median Age of 4.8 yeatS_ and- 3b% above the Median age were

-blatk. The total sample was drawn frot day care centers in a middle class

area of Somerset- County, New Jersey and a lower middle &lads section of

NeW Jetsey-:,

-bilnension_Ttetetente,TaSk

Matetials._ The stir=111i were 'colored- shape's_ approximately- 71/2_ dni squares_

----Placed in triads on -black -SheetS of papkt with roughly -4- cm between

The shapes were Square,_ -circlet_ and .triangle; and the _colors_ Were _orange;
.

Yeildw, and-blue, Nine triad$ WetedOnstrUcte&, and in each triad one pair of

the stimuli were identical in shape but diffetent in coldr, while anothet

Pair anclUding one stimulus Itom the first pait) were identical in color`

but different in Shape: Each of the nine poSSIbie combinations of =two shapes

and: tWo -colore wasreptesented. A4ross triads, the stimuli that matched= on

shape occurred equally- often -on, the bottom, left and, right sides of the-

triangular array;- a similar -constraint applied- to -40iot.

Protedute, The children were tested individually by _a female ,expet_i"

.enter (Li L.), All subjects received- the dithensiori ptefetende task first,
.

with the component selection pttiblem_given, seven to ten days latet. Tot

the dimension --preference task -the subject 14as seated at a table opposite

the experimenter: Eadh of the ninetriadS was presented with -the instruction,



As each cue ,was presented, the subject was asked to point to the- display

card that was just like that being shown. After the subject had made his

choice each time the experimenter indicated the correct answer by turning

the correct display Card and showing it briefly above its -place on -the screen.

There were silt, cue cards arratted- in_ two trials, a trial containing each of

the three stiniuli. Since two trials were _given to -all subjects,. the current

procedure ,differed -from that ,tiaed, by Hale and Morgan- -(- 1973)-, in Whiah

subjects were-trained to a -criterion on the learning ;phase-.

The teat, phase.followed immediately upoh.--CoMpletion of the=tWo- Iearning:triele.

The display dardaTtemained- in place ,against the - screen,. ,facittg -away from-the,

subject _and- no further _feedbaCk -Wee _given. Six "teat .darda" were ,presented,

each ,of which contained a, white shape Or_ a color, and -the istibjeet -wee-

re4uited to indicate -the -diaplay -card Witt: the same shape-or color_ _a0.-on. the

test -card: Each dolor and- ,ahaPe- waa ;Preaentedi Vith thktwo.-'cotriporienta

systethaticallyinteriniXed across 'teat The_-number of correct reSpOnaea-

wag determined for each--kompohent separately',- yielding-. a "alt-aPe--sCore!

-and a -"Color score. -"

These test scores form- the -basis or -inferring selectivity -of attention.

It is assumed that `the amount of information retained "about -each Of _the two

stimulus dinierisiOns -aeparately reflects= -the degree of attention ,focused- on

each component during learning. Thua if a subject obtains E. high shape score

,and-- =relatively low color score, 'he has _attended- aeleatiVely to the first

component. However; -to--th-e -eXtent that-he recalls _information about _both_

components, his attention. has- been less selective,- as he haa'attended to both

coMpotienta in identifying, the



Results

Data for the dimension preference task alone were examined initially.

The numbers of shape and color preference subjects were, respectively, 14

and 22 below the median age of 4.8 and 31 and 5 above the median age; two

subjects below the median age were classified as inconsistent. (The younger

shape and color preketende subjects were distributed' throughout the range

from- 3.-6 to 4.8 years -of age, se- that -the mean ages- of these two groups- -

4-.2 and '4.0 yeats, respectively-were ,not signifida -diffetent.) The

difference between- age groups in relative -frequency Of -shape. 1,t'eference and

color pteference subjects= was highly significant -(x2'(1-)_ = _17. <

demonstrating the ptedicted_ shift toward -water preference -for shape.

A-total of 1-3 out -of 38 children below the -median -ege responded t a Single

d'imens-ion. on all nine triads -,- 'contrast with '28- of 36 above the med-ien- age

bc2 (1)- = 14,11,2 < .001).,

Scores for the comPopent Selection task are presented- in- Table 1-. _For

the younger subjects-, the -data are presented _separately :by dimension preference;

one -of -the -two InconSiStent subjects -was available for-the component selection

task but was excluded_ in order to simplify the analySis._ As-there were only

four coIorpreference subjects -in= the older group, the. data are presented_ for

_the =preference -gioups_ comb-ined, for comparison with the combined- younger groups.

(For the 26 older shape=ptefetence subjects alone -, the mean shape- and delot

scores -were 2.54 and 2.274_ the -numbers- cotreSpondirig to the- rows in the table

-marked S>C,, S<C -were,_ respectively-,_ I0--and- 6.)

A =particularly striking aspec of the data in- Table -1 is that the shape

scores were higher than the color scores for the young shape preference -subjeets,

while the reVerSe was true for the young -dolor pteference, subjects. in an

andlysit of variance -for the- younger childten, with--Prefer-red Dimension and



Component Score (shape vs. color) as factors, the interaction between these

variables was found to be significant (F(1,,26) = 4.86,_ -2 < .05) while no other

effect reached significance. For both the shape and color preference subjects

the mean shape score ,and the mean color score were signif- icantly above chance

(smallest t (11) = 3.73, 2 < .01).

Insert Table 1 abOut stare

To examine age differences: in the component selection scores,. the preference

groups were combined and an analysis of variance was performed with Age

and Component Score as factors. Only, the overall effect of Age Was significant

(F.(1,56) = 8.59, .01), as the shape and color scores were both higher for

the older than the younger subjects. It is notable that the shape-color

comparison did. not interact signifiCantly with- -Age (F_<_1)_t thUS, -the- difiere

between _the shape -arid- color Scores- was_of:-teughly thesame magnitude :for
.

dhilden- _below -and- above -the- median age of 4.8 years.

Additional analyses - of - variance- -were- performed comparable to ttioe-

desdribed above, but with Sex included as a third factor in -one, _set_ of andlyeeS

and- ;Race -in another._ -No main effects -or -interactions involving i either -Sex

or Race- were significant. Data for the learning -phase of the -tasi, -were- also

examined. The Young shape preferende_ subjects had -an-- average- -of _5:27

,items correct -(out of 6) -in learning, While -the _young-color preference

-subjects had: a significantly lower average -of 4.41 correct-- (t -( -26) 243',

< 05). -Overall, the younger children.- averaged -4-._75 correct, Whiah did_ not

differ significantly: from the average of 5..0. for the older -Children.

For the second learning -trial alone, 7-1% of the younger children- and _77%

of the older ChiI-dreri:had three correct responses =(and- all but -one of the

rernikinder _had- two- correct reSponseS), indidating that thi, children_ were generally

this taSk-- -by- the- second trial.
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Discussion

The dimension preference data once again demonstrate the reliability of
the developmental trend toward a ,preference for classifying objects on the

basis of snap,.: rather than color'. Despite the consistency of this finding,

however, it Is -not entirely clear what _a ,dimension -"preference" signifieS,,

with respect to- measuring selective attention in children. Attentional

factors are likely involved to .some extent, since children's response to the
method of triads test- has been shown here and- elsewhere to ,correspand- t
performance on other attention-related measures (e.g., Brown, 1970; Seitz &

-Weir,, 1971; Su-chMari & -Trabasso-, Trabasser, -StaVe, Eichberg, 1969)_.-

In, the present -studv example, =the children's scores on -the 6-Opponent-

selection test were higher for -their preferred than -their- nonPreferted'

dinienSion, suggesting that the two tasks provide Soinewhat related information

regarding dimensional dominance.

Even more striking, however, is the fact that there was by no means a

one-to-one correspondence between thechildren's dimension preferences and

the degree of dimensional dominance reflected in the component selection

scores. As indicated, in the frequencies -ate the bottom of Table 1, marry

subjects in 'both the color preference and shape pteference groups obtained-

equal shape -and, color scores. -2 The scores for -the- nonpreferred dimension-thUS

averaged_ consideiably above- chance,- suggesting -that -a :preference- for aparticular

ditnension does not nedestatily mean that attention is exclusively directed'
-to- that component. Rather-, children-direct -a reasonably high- degree of-

attention to the nonpreferred-,as -well- -aS the preterted- diMension- _when either

or both _components can b used -to identify the stimuli in a learning task._

.
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Thus, a dimension 'preference" is clearly not_ just -a: simple attentional

response. A similar cuoclusion is indicated- in the learning -data; Shape _and_

color-pteference subjects not only differ in -the =particular stimulus feature

on which they match stimuli, but they differ in learning ability -as well

(see also -Brian &_ Goodenough, 1929; -Brown-, 1970; Trabasso, Stave,,:&Eichberg,

1969).

A ,particularly critical- issue concerns- the significance -of developMental_

-change's' in- children's _dimension preferences. One-might infer that children

beyond age 5 -devote a- high degree of selective attention- to shape,-,given-the

high_ _proportion of these subjects -matching stimuli -on the basis-of :this-

Component,- arid- the -great .cOnsiStency with -which each subject used- shape- tattier

-than colot as a basis _for matching -(84 %- -of --the orderShape:.preEtrende-

subjects reSporided on_ the basis-of -this- _component- for -all nine triads).-

The component selection scores, however, suggest that the relative- amount

of _attention _ditected to- these- -two features,-actually may ,net -change-

inarkedly over _this age petiod. ,AS Shriwn Table 4 the- xelative- magnitUdes

of the shape and -color scores were- roughly-=the same for youriget and- Older'

subjects (combined :preference gtoups). That is,- although= -both scores increased'

with age, reflecting an increase _in -learning -and: retention of 'both ypes

of information, the -degree to which- one component was _dominant over the -Other

did- not change appreciably43 Apparently-, a rather substantial -number of

subjects over age 5 attend to color as well as shape when these two dimensions

" are redundant.

The -discrepancy in -results_ is, -of _course, _partly due to-the use -of w

classification task_ in- one case and' a leatning situation- in-the other, -and:

in- this respect neis er task cari be- regarded as amore- valid__ -general measure-
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of attention than the other. Yet there are reasons to believe that the

component selection data more accurately reflect develoPmental changes in the

way children naturally deploy attention- with multi-faceted stimuli. Consider

first the nature of the dimension preference response and the older child's

approach -to 'die- task. When told to indicate the- two stimuli that were the

same, several of the older .ojects asked questions of- the type "Do- you mean

the same color or the same shape?" Then when the instructions were repeated:

they typically _pointed to- the two of the same shape. -Many* older childten

apparently recognize -the possibility of color -matching .but -interpret' the-

instructions to requite- shape Matching-. The older child' -s response is thus:

determined, to some extent, by the cognitive operations involved in int.erptetingE

the task demands, regardless of his natural. disposition-to attend to one

stiniulus feature or the other.-

In -the component selection task,_ on the other hand, the dimensions-

_are redundant, so -that eithet or -both- components- can be used- as- a fund-Jona'

cue, and the child is- in no way forced to -choose between two-diMensions.

_Rather,_ he is left ftee to identify the stimuli according to -his natural

inclination-km the basis of shape, on the basis of color, or On the basis=

of both components in combination: Age differences_ observed with this-measure,

-then, are more likely to reptesent -developmental changes in children'=s

typical approach: to multidimensional stimuli. That the component scores"

maintained their sem. relative magnitudes ,across age levels suggests that,

in fact, the degree .to which childten attend to shape tether than color flay-

actually remain- relatively-- constant over -the period' from 4 to 6 years of age.
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Footnotes
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In the shape preference .group- 2 sobjetts.'had: a same of 2- for both;

cotationeuts 3 subjects hact 2 and nci'13ubjects had 1;= 'tor color preference thei

comparable frequendies: were 1, 7, and 1.

3 frequenciesreiluencies for the shape preference subjects alone were 10, 10,

-and 6;_ for -§ of the -11= subjects in the o-ñáked-SC the- _shape: scote ;Was_,

only _one point :higher -th-ati the-color SOote.-

.

.

.

.
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Table 1

Component Selection -Test Scores-

Younger Subjects
^ Yi

Older thbjeCtt

-Shape

preferefice

Subjeets

Color-
Preference

Stibj'O.Cts-

CoMbi-ped

Groups-
Cothined-
GrouPS-

Shape ScOre
X 2.55 -1:82
SD (; .52) -( .f4) -( .69)- :( .63)

Colo_ r Score
2.-00- 2.64 2.33

SD ,( .89) ,( :66)- ( .74)- ( .71)

S7Cb

s=c

S<C

5 7

.7'

30

it

12

7

aDue to attrition these Ns are smaller than the hunibers of subject-0 given the
dimension preference taSk alone.

bNumber of subjects for whom the shape score exceeded= the color score; analogously,
S=C and S<C, respectively, represent the numbers whose shape scores were

equal to, or less than, -the col-or score.


